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Abstract

Laser shock peening (LSP) of Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramics is reported for the first-time. A 10J, 8ns, pulsed Nd:YAG laser with a 532nm wavelength was employed. The hardness, $K_{ic}$, fracture morphology, topography, surface residual stresses and microstructures were investigated. The results showed an increase in the surface hardness by 10% which was confirmed by a reduction in Vickers indentations size by 5%. The respective flaw sizes of the Vickers indentations were also reduced (10.5%) and inherently increased the $K_{ic}$ (12%). Residual stress state by X-ray diffraction method showed an average stress of -64 MPa after LSP, whilst the untreated surface stress measured +219 MPa. Further verification with the fluorescence method revealed surface relaxation with a maximum residual stress of -172 MPa after LSP of the Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramic. These findings are attributed to a microstructural refinement, grain size reduction and an induction of compressive stress that was relaxing the top/near surface layer from the pre-existing tensile stresses after LSP. Further process refinement/optimization will provide better control of the surface properties and will act as a strengthening technique to improve the performance of armour ceramics to stop bullets for a longer period of time and protect the end-users.
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1. Introduction

Engineering ceramics are hard, brittle and difficult to process, particularly when a high intensity energy source such as a laser is applied [1 - 7]. Even so, considerable work has been published on processing these materials with a continuous wave (CW) laser beam [3 - 7]. The industrial applications of ceramics are namely: fuel cells to high performance disk brakes; automotive engine parts; rocket nozzles; tappet valves to armed-force and military armours. This work is focused on surface engineering $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ armour ceramics using laser shock peening (LSP) for side plate of a bullet-proof vest. Traditionally, armours have been made from steels but with increases in the size of projectile piercing, there is more demand of increasing the armour thickness to defeat the projectiles. With that said, it is ever so difficult to increase the thickness of the steel armours because the weight will equivalently increase at the same time, thus, making it difficult to use [8]. Previous work has also included ceramic/metal composite armour systems that were developed and tested for ballistic strength [9 - 11], and weight reduction so they can defeat the modern armour piercing projectiles without being so heavy and bulky [8]. This has not only helped to make it practically possible for a bullet proof vest application to exist but also for tanks and other moving surface vehicles. Ceramic armours tend to hold a considerable importance in the modern armour systems [11]. In comparison to metallic armours, the ceramic counterparts absorb energy with a different mechanism. Whilst metals plastically deform as the impact energy is received, the ceramics absorb the same through fractures [11]. The ceramic armour is usually assembled or packed with either a monolithic ceramic or a composite of metal-ceramic plate with either a Kevlar$^{\text{TM}}$, or other laminated polyethylene backing. This sandwich is then packed with a ballistic nylon as a cover, forming either a front, back or a side plate. The complete assembly helps to absorb energy of up to 1000 m/sec, whereby, the ceramic is fractured and the energy is absorbed by the backing material. Many different ceramic systems can be used such as oxides; nitrides; carbides; borides and their mixtures. One type of ceramic that is commonly used for this type of application is Alumina ($\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$) ceramic in particular [11 – 14]. The physical properties such as low density (2 to 3.5 g cm$^{-3}$) of this ceramic are ideal for ballistic applications, thus, low weight, high hardness, controlled microstructures to ensure durability and performance. Such properties will make it capable of defeating high velocity projectiles and enable the ceramic armour to be five times stronger and 70% lightweight than the metallic armours. Ceramic ballistic armours usually fracture after exposure to 0.30mm calibre rifle bullet after seven impacts. Thereafter, the plates cannot be mended/maintained or serviced for re-use. Thus, it leads to their disposal, which would ultimately be a waste and a costly investment. On account of this, LSP surface treatment was employed to investigate if further strengthening could be obtained to lengthen its functional life. In
doing so, it would not only avoid early disposal but would also contribute to saving lives of its end-user, namely: police, soldiers in the armed-forces as well as vehicle armours.

Considerable research has been conducted using CW lasers to surface treat ceramics to enhance their properties. It was established that crack-free surface treatment can be obtained by applying CO₂ lasers [7, 15 – 17]. Surface and bulk properties such as hardness [2], fracture toughness [3 – 6], wear and friction [17], bending strength and surface morphology [18, 19], were improved as result of the laser surface treatment. Another rare piece of research that employed laser surface treatment to strengthen a Si₃N₄ ceramic bullet proof vest was in the work of Harris et. al. [20]. They explored the bond strength as result of three surface conditions: as-fired; air re-fired and KrF laser surface processing. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy indicated both treatments had oxidised the surface and the laser processed surface also had a greater concentration of hydroxyl groups. The wettability of both surfaces had improved and the laser processed surface was found to be highly hydrophilic. Mechanical testing of joints prepared with this technique showed highest strength in tension, with the focus of failure being cohesive preparation of the surface was conducted using three techniques.

Pulsed lasers have also been adopted to surface engineer ceramics [21 - 37]. A pulsed Nd: YAG pulsed laser and a TEA CO₂ pulsed laser (100 ns) was used to improve the fractured surfaces of Iranian ceramic for structural applications [19]. Laser re-melting and re-solidification was reported by Su et.al. [21]. Authors produced a defect-free surface on Al₂O₃/Er₃Al₅O₁₂ ceramic and improved the microstructure. LSP is also a well-known pulsed process to surface treat metals/alloys, however, it is usually employed with assistance of two different layers (water and an absorptive layer) [22, 23]. It is also possible to apply the technique without the use of water confinement layer [24], and by solely using the water as a single confinement layer [25 - 27]. Using the LSP technology much progress has been undertaken to improve the properties of metallic materials. Those are namely, fatigue life [28 - 29], fracture toughness [29, 30] hardness and wear [31 - 32], tensile properties [33], stress corrosion behaviour [35 - 36]; residual stress [37 - 38]; material microstructure respectively [39 - 40], using LSP as an independent technology and recently the introduction of hybrid laser shock peening [41].

Despite this, LSP of ceramic materials is extremely rare due to their crack sensitivity, brittleness and strong covalent bonding which makes them difficult to plastically deform [1, 2], thus, the conventional benefits obtained with metals and alloys from LSP are not easily obtainable with difficult to process ceramics. Nevertheless, previous work has demonstrated some improvement in certain material properties such as hardness improvement [30, 42, 43], fracture toughness (KIC) [44] with selected processing parameters. This research is focused on the feasibility of
strengthening Al₂O₃ ballistic armour plates for a bulletproof vest application. Upon applying this superior surface engineering treatment, it is postulated that improvement in the ballistic strength and enhanced service life will be obtained. This directly will help to save lives of end-users with enhanced surface properties leading to improved functional life.

2. Experimentation and Analysis

2.1 Material Details

The Al₂O₃ ceramic armour plates were processed using hot isostatic pressing. A typical level 4 plate with a dimensional size of 150mm x 200mm x 15mm (width x length x thickness) was used for the investigation (see Figure 1 (a-d)). The Al₂O₃ ceramic armour plates were collectively packed with a nylon cover and adhesive bonded to a Kevlar™ backing as shown in Figure 1(b). Twelve Al₂O₃ ceramic blocks makes-up a side plate of a bullet-proof vest as shown in Figure 1(a and c). These 50mm x 50mm square blocks were used with a thickness of 9mm (see Figure 1(d)) which were laser shock peened each and re-packed together to make up the Al₂O₃ ceramic armour side plate. The average surface roughness after 5 measurements of the Al₂O₃ armour plate was Ra 0.56µm and Sa 4.54µm. The surface hardness was measured to be 1118HV with plane strain surface fracture toughness (Kₐ) of 1.23 MPa. m¹/₂ under the applied conditions.

---
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Figure 1 Optical images of the completely packed Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic armour in (a); adhesive bonded blocks to a Kevlar™ backing in (b); the side plate made up with 12 individual Al$_2$O$_3$ blocks in (c) and the single Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic block which was prepared for LSP.

2.2 Laser Shock Peening Experimentation

Experiments were conducted using an ultra-high intensity Nd:YAG laser (Litron; LPY10J, ultra-high energy pulsed Nd:YAG Laser; Rugby; UK), funded from the Engineering and Physical Sciences research Council (EPSRC) laser loan-pool scheme. The system exerted an average maximum power of 10J, delivered at 5Hz in 8ns pulse duration. The laser beam comprised of a flat-top profile and a divergence angle of 0.5mrad. The beam was focused from a raw 25mm to 2.5mm spot size using a 50mm diameter fused silica lens. The LSP pulses were distributed at equal distance (10mm offset) over the surface area of the sample without any overlap to understand the effect and to avoid further thermal shock which may lead to fractures and cracking (see Figure 2(a)). The laser was set-up to operate at 532nm wavelength, with a pulse repetition rate (PRR) of 5Hz, and q-switch delays of 215µs to surface engineer the Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic bullet proof ceramic. Energy density of 1.607 J/cm$^2$ was applied at the work-piece with 78mJ per pulse that was delivered 5 times over the same spot and exhibited a crack-free surface treatment. This exhibited a radiance density (laser beam brightness) of 76.34 mJ.cm$^2$.Sr$^{-1}$.µm per pulse and was determined using the equation published in our previous work [45]. The initial experiments demonstrated that the use of absorptive layer with laser shock peening did not affect the material, and rather, it required higher energy to penetrate into the material. However, the use of a black ink layer was suitable based on our previous work [2]. Thus, the method was adopted as a confinement layer (see Figure 2). De-ionized water was used to flow over the top of the sample with a continuous circular feed (see Figure 1(a-c)).
(e)

Figure 2 LSP strategy adopted for the surface engineering treatment in (a) Al₂O₃ armour ceramic plates after LSP in (b); beam delivery for LSP in (c); the arrangement of the ablative and confinement layers in (d); and (e) a schematic arrangement of the laser and the work piece, the motion system and the water confinement layer.

2.3 Characterization Techniques

2.3.1 Macro and Microstructure

Prior to any analysis and LSP surface treatment, the ceramic was polished to an acceptable standard so that it is free from surface defects. Using a Leica microscope (DM2700M; Milton Keynes, U.K.), crack detection was initially conducted to determine and establish a crack-free LSP treatment. The Al₂O₃ armour ceramic samples were coated with a sputter coating for the microstructural analysis using a scanning electron microscope ((SEM/EDS): Leo-1455VP; Cambridge, England). A thin black ink layer was also applied to the treated surfaces to detect any type of cracks that might have occurred after the LSP treatment. In order to observe the microstructure, a thermal etching technique was adopted, whereby, the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic was heated to 1500°C for 40 minutes and left to cool at 10°C minute within a high temperature furnace. This revealed the microstructure for grain measurements which was conducted using a line interception technique. An average of the grains boundary interaction was measured from three lines each in x and y direction (60 µm in length), drawn on the SEM micrographs. The average Grain intercept (AGI) was determined using Equation 1 and grain sizes were measured using Equation 2.

\[
AGI = \frac{\text{Number of grain intercepts} (G_i)}{\text{Length of the line} (l)} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{Grain Size} = \frac{G_i}{l} \tag{2}
\]

2.3.2 Residual Stress Measurements and Phase Detection

Proto LXRD system for residual stress measurement was employed for determination of residual stress at two orthogonal directions 0° and 90° Phi angle for both the untreated and laser shock peened surfaces. Residual stresses were analysed in two orthogonal directions (0° and 90° Phi angles) with a conventional X-ray diffraction using \(\sin^2\Psi\) technique with a Proto LXRD instrument (single axis goniometer with \(\Omega\) geometry. Alignment of instruments was checked before each set of measurements with a standard titanium sample in accordance with ASTM E915-96 (verifying the alignment of X-ray diffraction instrumentation for residual stress measurement). Details of the
residual stress measurement parameters are provided in Table 1. Verification of the residual stress with XRD was also conducted using fluorescence microscope (Hiriba, Japan). Multiple scans were applied with a 633nm He-Ne laser within a spectrum of 14240 – 14550 Cm⁻¹. A 50 lens was employed which exhibited a 1µm beam diameter to detect the onset of residual stresses from the untreated to the laser shock peened zone. A detailed analysis of the phase evolution was carried out by X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique (Bruker D8 Discover, Germany) with Cu Kα radiation (wavelength = 0.15418 nm) at a scanning speed of 0.02°/s. The X-ray source was operated at an accelerating voltage of 40kV and current of 25mA.

**Table 1 XRD Parameters for residual stress measurement.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Detector</td>
<td>PSSD (Position sensitive scintillation detector), 20° 2θ range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation</td>
<td>Cu Kα1 (λ = 1.541 Å)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter</td>
<td>Ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tilt Angles (Beta Angles)</td>
<td>0°, ±0.29°, ±6.99°, ±12.86°, ±17.0°, ±23.0°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture size (diameter)</td>
<td>2 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plane (Bragg’s Angle)</td>
<td>{4010} set of planes. Bragg’s angle: 146°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.3.3 Hardness, Flaw Size and Fracture Toughness (Kic) Measurements**

The surface hardness was measured with a Vickers indentation technique [46]. Plane strain fracture toughness (Kic) was measured by adopting the Vickers indentation technique [47 - 48]. There are several equations which could be used for the Kic calculation. Since the indentation load was significantly high, it is likely that a median half penny-shaped crack geometry will be produced and so equations 3 to 12 can potentially be utilised (see Table 2):
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>Origin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1c} = 0.0101 \frac{P}{(ac^{1/2})}$</td>
<td>(3) Lawn &amp; Swain [49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1c} = 0.0724 \frac{P}{c^{3/2}}$</td>
<td>(4) Lawn &amp; Fuller [50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1c} = 0.0515 \frac{P}{C^{3/2}}$</td>
<td>(5) Evans &amp; Charles [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1c} = 0.0134 \left(\frac{E}{Hv}\right)^{1/2} \left(\frac{P}{c^{3/2}}\right)$</td>
<td>(6) Lawn, Evans &amp; Marshall [52]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1c} = 0.0330 \left(\frac{E}{Hv}\right)^{2/5} \left(\frac{P}{c^{3/2}}\right)$</td>
<td>(7) Niihara, Morena and Hasselman [53]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1c} = 0.0363 \left(\frac{E}{Hv}\right)^{2.5} \left(\frac{P}{a^{1.5}}\right) \left(\frac{a}{c}\right)^{1.56}$</td>
<td>(8) Lankford [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1c} = 0.095 \left(\frac{E}{Hv}\right)^{2/3} \left(\frac{P}{c^{3/2}}\right)$</td>
<td>(9) Laugier [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1c} = 0.022 \left(\frac{E}{Hv}\right)^{2/3} \left(\frac{P}{c^{3/2}}\right)$</td>
<td>(10) Laugier [54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1c} = 0.035 \left(\frac{E}{Hv}\right)^{1/4} \left(\frac{P}{c^{3/2}}\right)$</td>
<td>(11) Tanaka [55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{1c} = 0.016 \left(\frac{E}{Hv}\right)^{1/2} \left(\frac{P}{c^{3/2}}\right)$</td>
<td>(12) Anstis, Chantikul, Lawn &amp; Marshall [56]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where $P$ is load (kg), $c$ is average flaw size ($\mu$m), $a$ is $2c$, $m$ is length (m), HV is the Vickers material hardness value and $E$ is the Young’s modulus. For this investigation, the indentation load applied was 50Kg as 10 indentation tests were recorded from which an average was obtained. The selected equation herein was equation 10, where 0.016 is materials empirical value (no units). This was employed because it was successfully applied in previous studies focused on laser surface treatment of engineering ceramics [3 - 5] using equation:

3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Establishment of Crack-free Laser Shock Peening Technique for $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ Armour Ceramics

After applying the black ink layer for crack detection on the surface of the $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ armour ceramic plates, light was made to shine under an optical microscope. This enabled the detection of any surface cracks that resulted from the LSP surface treatment. Figure 3 (a) to (c) are examples of the macro-structures of different area of laser shock peened zones. The features presented in the images are as result of the ink travelling in-between the agglomerates and their respective boundaries are evident. Figure 3(d) shows an optical image of the laser shock peened area at lower resolution - demonstrating the removal of the ablative layer after LSP. Figure 3(e) illustrated the use of ink layer for crack detection. As evident, there are no cracks present from observing the inked surfaces of the laser shock peened surface treatment. This indicated that the surface was
firstly undamaged, and secondly, the surface was valid for further investigation of the microstructure, and aforementioned surface properties proposed for this study.

Figure 3 Optical images of crack-free surfaces of Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) armour ceramics in both (a) and (b); and laser shock peened surfaces in (c), (d) and (e).
3.2 Micro-structural Modifications: Grain Boundary and Morphological Examination

Figure 4(a) and (b) illustrates the processed micrographs of the of both the untreated and the laser shock peened surface areas of the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic plates which demonstrate the number of grain boundaries intercepting through specifically drawn lines on the micrographs. The values from the measurements are also shown in Table 3 and revealed that LSP begun to generate higher number of grain boundaries within the six specifically drawn lines over the surface on average (see Figure 4 (b)), as there were 168 grain boundaries passing through set of six lines that were in total 360 µm long. This gave an average of 0.46µm AGI as determined using equation 1. In comparison, the untreated surface comprised of 4% less grain boundaries, as the average grain boundaries over the area examined were 163 and gave an average of 0.45µm. This was a good indication that a beginning of a prominent strengthening mechanism - grain boundary strengthening (applicable in poly-crystalline materials such as the one herein) was evident using the applied conditions presented in section 2.2. As such, the reduction in the grain size and higher number of grain boundaries per the specified area not only indicated smaller crystal structures (leading to the boost in hardness and fracture toughness as shown in latter sections), but also an increased probability of a dislocations becoming piled-up at the grain boundaries. With that said, a higher number of dislocations can be accommodated in the laser shock peened surfaces with lower grain sizes without allowing the material to flow. This leads to the need of higher number of dislocations density to begin yielding in the material, leading to higher strength. Thus, LSP showed a level of improvement that led to enhanced surface properties as presented further in this paper. It should be noted that the result, herein, comply with the Hall-Petch grain boundary strengthening theory [57]. As the grains reduce, the likelihood of dislocation motion into the grain boundary increases since the reduction in grain size had also minimized the distance between each grain. Therefore, an increase in the hardness by means of dislocation motion and most likely an effect of increased dislocation density occurred. Addition to this, it should also be noted that the Hall-Petch boundary grain boundary theory is also applicable to ceramic as well as metallic systems and has been reported by the work of Rothman et.al [58] and Trunec [59]. Beyond the scope of this paper, further studies addressing specifically the dynamics of the dislocation density are planned.
Table 3 Interception of grains through scanning electron micrographs for both the untreated and the laser shock peened microstructure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direct of Measurement on the micrograph</th>
<th>LSPned</th>
<th>Untreated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Line (µm)</td>
<td>Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a)
Figure 4 Processed SEM micrograph showing the granular structure and the grain intercept measurement of the untreated Al₂O₃ armour ceramics of (a), the untreated surface and (b), the laser shock peened surface.

Furthermore, both the low and high-resolution micrographs in Figure 5 showed that the laser shock peened surface demonstrated grain refinement of the microstructure, whilst the untreated surface comprised of initial defects (see Figure 5(a), (b), and (c) at x1K, x2K and x9K resolution) that points towards pores, intergranular and intrinsic defects along with what appeared to be large spacing’s between each grain and less compact when compared to the untreated Al₂O₃ armour ceramic. In other words, the grain boundaries were loosely attached with the untreated zones, and LSP (under the applied conditions (see section 2.2)) not only produced grain refinement, but also created a dense microstructure, resulting to an increased surface strength (and the mechanical properties examined in this study) with evidence of compacted grains (see Figure 5 (d), (e), (f) and (g)). Having said that, the LSP was undertaken using selected process parameters. As such, there was still the presence of pores and micro-voids, small cavities and canyons that remained with also some uncompact grains. This was so because, the full effect of the LSP surface treatment had not fully occurred, whereby, the pre-existing microstructural features hindering the strength would be considerably minimized and possibly eliminated. In order to make this successful would require a
full parametric study of the LSP Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramics, which in this case was beyond the scope of this paper.

One may postulate that different mechanism may exist for strengthening ceramics by LSP, however, a reduction in grain size and a refinement in the micro-structure is a common phenomenon with LSP of metallic materials. Previous work on LSP by Ahmed and Fitzpatrick [60], Milosavljevic et. al. [61], and Qiao et. al. [62], have demonstrated similar finding, whereby, micro-structures were improved for marine steel, N-155 supper-alloy and TiAl respectively, and a reduction in the grains size of these metals was reported respectively. This has a similar effect to the one found in this work with the Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramics. It is also likely that metallic materials tend to transform from one phase to another. This has also been documented in previous investigations on laser peening without coating (LPwC) of AISI 321 steel by Karthik and Swaroop [63]. They suggested a transformation of austenite to martensite of 18% without any grain refinement. Rozmus et. al. [64] revealed that owing to the rapid cooling, after laser processing β-phase transformed to the α-martensite phase within a Ti-6Al-4v was formed. Thus, any potential phase changes were measured to elucidate if phase transformation would have resulted after LSP of the Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramic. Figure 6 show an XRD spectra which demonstrated that the starting phase of the ceramic was α-Al$_2$O$_3$ with corundum and did not alter after LSP, as no shift or broadening of the peaks were evident. Thus, a strong corundum phase was still present and was also evidenced in both the microstructures of the untreated and the laser shock peened surfaces of the Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramics.
(a) the untreated Al₂O₃ armour ceramics at x1K

(b) the untreated Al₂O₃ armour ceramic at x2K resolution
(c) the untreated Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramic at x9K resolution

(d) laser shock peened Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramic at x1k resolution
(e) Laser shock peened Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramic at x3K resolution

(f) Laser shock peened Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramic at x4K resolution
Figure 5 SEM images of the untreated and laser shock peened microstructures of the Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic armour plates in (a) to (g) at 1K to 10K resolution.

(g) laser shock peened Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic at x10K resolution
3.3 Surface Roughness

The surface roughness and related parameters were measured for both the untreated and the laser shock peened Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramics as presented in Table 4 with both the 2-D and 3-D profiles also shown in Figure 7(a), (b), (c) and (d) for the untreated surfaces and Figure 8 (a), (b), (c) and (d) for the laser shock peened surface. Unlike the dimpling effects that are conventionally reported with metallic materials, the dimpling effects do not particularly occur with ceramics due to firstly, the nature of the material being already hard, brittle and significantly high stiffness. Secondly, the low laser energy applied during LSP, despite applying 5 pulses was not high enough to create a large amount of shock pulse pressure to generate the dimpling effect. Regards to surface roughness, the arithmetic mean deviation of the roughness profile $R_a$ was measured to be 0.56µm for the untreated surface, whilst the laser shock peened surface was measured to be 0.91µm. This was an increase in roughness by just over 61%. The $R_v$ parameter (maximum valley depth of the roughness profile) started out as 2.55µm for the untreated surface and after LSP increased to an average of 4.23µm - an increase of 66% after LSP. Obviously, with increasing the laser impacts would have resulted to enough ablation of the material, whereby, deeper valleys would be created. The maximum average height of the roughness profiles ($R_z$) was measured to be 4.26µm for the untreated surface, whilst, the height increased to 6.56µm post LSP of the Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramic.

*Figure 6 Phase distribution of the Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramics for both the untreated and Laser shock Peened surfaces showing unchanged $\alpha$-corundum phase.*
which was a 54% increase after LSP. It is highly likely that if the troths became deeper, then the respective kinks were also increasing which was overall increasing the roughness of the laser shock peened surfaces. Likewise, the "S" parameters presented in Table 4 had also increased and showed similar trend as to the "Ra" values. A comparison of the untreated surfaces with the laser shock peened surfaces confirmed the conventional effects that generally occur during LSP of metals also resulted during LSP the Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramics. It is evident that due to the interaction of the laser beam with Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramic with multiple impacts applied in this work, would have resulted to some ablation, leading to material removal which increased the surface roughness and resulted to a courser surface as expected.

Usually with LSP of metallic materials, it is conventionally reported that surface roughness increases [65], particularly, with multiple overlapping impacts (100% overlap with 5 impacts in this case). Indeed, the surface roughness is dependent on the condition of the initial starting surface, but the general phenomenon in relation to LSP is that the absorption of the laser into the absorptive layer is generally uneven on a flat sample substrate [65]. Due to attenuation, there will be a difference in intensity as the laser shock propagates into the air between the Al$_2$O$_3$ and the ink ablative layer [65]. This inherently will produce a difference in shockwave at different positions and create a rougher surface. Having said this, there is certainly a benefit of producing a rougher surface for the ballistic application. This is because benefits of roughening the surface of a ballistic plate would produce a courser surface that could modify the wetting characteristic, thus, improve the contact angle during its contact with the polymer based adhesive. This inherently would not only improve the bond strength during its assembly with the Kevlar™ backing layer, but in turn, would also increase the impact resistance as the ceramic side plates would deem stronger due to a dense surface packaging.
Table 4 Examined Surface Roughness Parameters of the untreated and the laser shock peened Al₂O₃ Armour Ceramic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface finish Parameters</th>
<th>Untreated</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>LSPned</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ra</td>
<td>0.5694</td>
<td>0.664 - 0.485</td>
<td>0.076553</td>
<td>0.9138</td>
<td>0.944 - 0.885</td>
<td>0.022709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rv</td>
<td>2.554</td>
<td>2.75 - 2.01</td>
<td>0.316275</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>4.9 - 3.99</td>
<td>0.377955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rq</td>
<td>0.7296</td>
<td>0.847 - 0.599</td>
<td>0.109475</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.5 - 1.15</td>
<td>0.172105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rsk</td>
<td>-0.406</td>
<td>(-0.345) - (-0.487)</td>
<td>0.061806</td>
<td>(-0.55288)</td>
<td>(-0.5052) - (-0.595)</td>
<td>0.036778</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rz</td>
<td>4.256</td>
<td>4.99 - 3.75</td>
<td>0.496216</td>
<td>6.562</td>
<td>7.08 - 6.05</td>
<td>0.385966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sa</td>
<td>4.546</td>
<td>4.71 - 4.21</td>
<td>0.198066</td>
<td>4.898</td>
<td>5.19 - 4.38</td>
<td>0.306219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sz</td>
<td>306.2</td>
<td>309 - 304</td>
<td>2.167948</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>402 - 395</td>
<td>2.54951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sv</td>
<td>289.4</td>
<td>294 - 286</td>
<td>2.880972</td>
<td>377.4</td>
<td>382 - 374</td>
<td>3.180496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sq</td>
<td>6.54</td>
<td>6.91 - 6.19</td>
<td>0.283725</td>
<td>6.304</td>
<td>6.59 - 6.02</td>
<td>0.240687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sp</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>16.3 - 14.4</td>
<td>0.860233</td>
<td>19.82</td>
<td>21.9 - 18.5</td>
<td>1.413153</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 7 2-D Topography of the untreated Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramics in (a) and (b), a 2-D surface map in (c); and (d) a 3-D profile of the untreated Alumina Armour Ceramic.
X Profile: $\Delta X = 1.1811$ mm; $\Delta Z = -$ \mu m

Y Profile: $\Delta X = 1.0588$ mm; $\Delta Z = 1.5993$ \mu m
Figure 8  Topography of the untreated Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramics in (a) and (b), a 2-3 surface map in (c); and (d) a 3-D profile of the laser shock peened Alumina Armour Ceramic.

3.4 Modification in Hardness

The change in hardness between the untreated and the laser shock peened Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramics is presented in Figure 9 and the graph in Figure 10. The hardness measured over the untreated surface was 1009HV from an average of 10 indentation tests which was conducted at a spacing of 5 indentations footprints [66]. A best attempt was made to place a single indentation at the centre of the spot, although, it is possible that all ten indentations were slightly off the centre which could be noted for future study for improvement. The highest value from the mean was 1075HV, whilst the lowest from the mean was 950HV. In comparison, the average hardness of the laser shock peened area was 1118HV, whilst the highest was 1240 HV and the lowest being 995HV. Comparatively, the increase in hardness was 10% after LSP surface treatment. A change in hardness of ± 10% is usually expected with ceramic materials as stated in previous literature [46]. However, it is believed that the granular structure of a fine-grain ceramic for ballistic application is usually uniform and therefore, should not deviate to that extent which indicate and confirm the
boost in hardness as result of the LSP for the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic used herein. Regards to the deviation of hardness from the mean for the untreated Al₂O₃ ceramic armour plate, a maximum of 7% was present, whilst the deviation from mean for the laser shock peened surface was 11%. This goes to show that despite ceramics being hard and brittle, there was an improvement in the surface integrity. At the same time, the hardness enhancement may have increased the brittleness of the material. The mechanism behind the change in hardness was therefore attributed to firstly a micro-structural refinement which was evident from the SEM images as well as grain refinement that was observed from the micrographs in Figure 5(d) to (g).

Figure 9 An example of an indentation replica for the untreated zones in (a) and the laser shock peened zone of the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic in (b).
Figure 10 Modification in hardness of the untreated and the laser shock peened Al$_2$O$_3$ armour ceramic.

3.5 Changes in Indentation Size

Figure 11 (a) and (b) shows an optical image of one of the example of the indentation footprints for both the untreated and laser shock peened surfaces. Figure 12 is a graphical representation of the change in the indentation size over ten indentation replicas of the untreated and treated surface. The average indentation size was 300µm with a highest reading of 310µm and the lowest being 290µm. In comparison, the laser shock peened surface yielded an average indentation size of 285µm with a highest indentation size of 304µm and a lowest being 271µm from the mean. The difference between the two surfaces was 5% as the laser shock peened surface showed a decrease in the indentation foot-print which confirms the enhancement in hardness of 11% as shown in the previous section. Generally, as the hardness increases, the material would become brittle as ductility would inherently reduce. Having said that, the laser shock peened surface showed better response to diamond indentations despite the boost in the hardness. This was indicating that the laser shock peened surface showed more resistance to mechanical impact. This effect could be attributed to both the micro-structural refinement from the untreated surface of the Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic armour plates. In addition, an increase in the residual compressive stress would also have led to this cause as demonstrated further in this study. The fluctuation of the indentation size of the diamond foot-print was about 3% for the untreated surface and about 6% for the laser shock peened surface. This goes to show that there was more variation in the results of the laser shock peened area. This is expected as the surface was considerably modified and may contain inhomogeneous areas of LSP that varied in strength at localised level within the ceramic and its substructure.

![Indentation Size](image1)

Indentation Size = 300.4 µm

![Indentation Size](image2)

Indentation Size = 285.7 µm
Figure 11 An example of the Vickers indentation replica comparing the change in indentation size of the untreated surface in (a) and the laser shock peened surface in (b) of the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic.

![Figure 11 Diagram](image)

Figure 12 Examination of the indentation size for both the untreated and the laser shock peened Al₂O₃ armour Ceramics.

3.6 Evaluation of Crack Lengths

Figure 13 is a comparison between the flaw size of both the untreated and the laser shock peened surface and Figure 14 represents the modification of crack lengths for both the untreated and the laser shock peened surfaces of the Al₂O₃ ceramic armour plate. A difference in flaw size between the two surfaces was 10.5%, as the untreated surface testified an average crack length of 1163µm. The highest crack length above the mean value was 1375µm and the lowest was 1035µm. At the same time, the laser shock peened surface exhibited a mean crack length value of 1040µm with a 1050µm as the lowest and the highest being 1150µm. The crack lengths of the untreated Al₂O₃ armour ceramic fluctuated from the mean by a maximum of 18%. This is considerable and indicated that the surface comprised of pre-existing micro-cracks and surface defects. As a comparison, the cracks exhibited by the laser shock peened surface were evenly distributed and did not deviate to a great extent from the mean (4%). This indicated that the surface had better indentation response.
and provided some shielding against the indentation force exerted by the Vickers diamond indentation. It is generally expected that with increase in the brittleness of the ceramic, the resulting crack lengths on the edge of the diamond indentations would also lengthen. Despite this, the crack lengths on the edge of the diamond footprint were somewhat reduced, based on aforementioned microstructural refinement as well as reduction in the indentation footprint. More importantly, the laser shock peened surface rendered less prone to cracking, whereby, this improvement was not just driven by a microstructural refinement but also another mechanism such as the induction of compressive residual stress as further shown.

Figure 13 An example of the Vickers indentation replica comparing the flaw size of both the untreated surface in (a) and the laser shock peened surface in (b) of the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic.
Figure 14 Examination of flaw sizes for the untreated and the laser shock peened \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) Armour Ceramic.

3.7 Fracture Toughness Modifications

Figure 15 represents an example of the Vickers indentation replica comparing the \( K_{\text{ic}} \) of both the untreated and the laser shock peened surfaces of the \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) armour ceramic. The graph in Figure 16 demonstrates the modifications obtained in the \( K_{\text{ic}} \) for the laser shock peened surface of the \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) ceramic armour and compared with it is the untreated surface. The average \( K_{\text{ic}} \) of the untreated \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \) ceramic armour plate was 1.23 MPa.m\(^{1/2}\), whilst the lowest \( K_{\text{ic}} \) was 0.94 MPa.m\(^{1/2}\) and the highest being 1.55 MPa.m\(^{1/2}\). When the two different surfaces were compared, the highest and the lowest values above and below the mean were 1.5 MPa.m\(^{1/2}\) and 1.13 MPa.m\(^{1/2}\) with a mean of 1.4 MPa.m\(^{1/2}\). On account of the analytical data and the results found, it can be said that the increase in \( K_{\text{ic}} \) of 12% was attributed, firstly due to the increase in hardness, and secondly, due to the reduction in crack length. Lastly, an induction of elastic deformation and induced compressive residual stress as well as the microstructural refinement was also the cause for the change in \( K_{\text{ic}} \). This is shown in the residual stress analysis in the following section. Both the crack length and hardness are input parameters of the equation to determine the \( K_{\text{ic}} \). But increase in the hardness have caused the material being brittle, thus, crack length would also increase respectively. In this case, the crack lengths were reduced which indicated that compressive residual stress was a large factor as further demonstrated in the residual stress analysis.
Figure 15 An example of the Vickers indentation replica, comparing the $K_{ic}$ of both the untreated surface in (a) and the laser shock peened surfaces in (b) of the $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ armour ceramic.

Figure 16 Examination of $K_{ic}$ of the untreated and the laser shock peened $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ Armour ceramics.

3.8 Residual Stress Measurement using X-ray Diffraction Method

Figure 17(a) and (b), and Figure 18 (a) and (b) showed the change in the d-spacing which is the value of strain with respect to the $\sin^2$ psi values that were interpolated into values of stress. Figure
showed stress values of the untreated surface of the Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} ceramic armour plate. The surface yielded a stress value of +180.7 MPa with a ± 20.8 MPa, whilst its shear stress was measured to be -14.5 MPa (± 9.6 MPa). This measurement was taken at 0° Phi angle and showed 6% reduction. With that said, the given error of ±18.8 (see Table 5) is not considerable and can be neglected. However, when this is compared to the measurements taken at 90° Phi angle, the results showed a value of +219.3 MPa (± 18.3 MPa) and a shear stress value of -4.3 (± 8.4 MPa). The untreated surface of the Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} ceramic armour plate was in tension for both the surfaces. The residual stress after comparing the untreated surface with that of the laser shock peened surface of the Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} ceramic armour plate was somewhat lower. At 0° Phi angle, the measured stress values yielded +169.5 (± 18.8 MPa) and a shear stress value of -27.0 (± 8.7 MPa). Meanwhile, the stress values at 90° Phi angle were measured to be +155.2 (± 17.7 MPa) and a shear stress of -48.9 MPa (± 8.2 MPa). Upon comparing the two surfaces, it can be gathered that a reduction in tensile stress took place after LSP surface treatment. Although the surface stress was in tension, the top near surface layer was relaxing after LSP surface treatment. This confirmed the change in hardness and also related to the microstructural modification as well as the Vickers indentation footprints, crack lengths, fracture toughness (K\text{lc}), and finally the residual stress state. The relaxation of the Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} ceramic armour in other words was being compressed via a local elastic/plastic deformation mechanism. In addition, the laser shock peened surface also became less prone to cracking, and in turn, enhanced its resistance to mechanical impact. Further refinement in the LSP process parameters would certainly yield better results in terms of residual stress which is currently under investigation by the leading author of this study.
Figure 17 Residual stress state of the untreated Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic armour plate in (a) at 0° Phi angle and (b) at 90° Phi angle.

Figure 18 Residual stress state of the laser shock peened Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic armour in at 0° Phi angle in (a) and at 90° Phi angle in (b).
**Table 5 Examination of residual stress using the X-ray diffraction method.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Residual Stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Modification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Untreated</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>+ 180.7 (± 20.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>+ 169.5 (± 18.8)</td>
<td>6% reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untreated</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>+ 219.3 (± 18.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSP</td>
<td>90°</td>
<td>+ 155.2 (± 17.7)</td>
<td>29% reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.9 Verification of Residual Stress State using Fluorescence Microscopy

Residual stress was verified to confirm the results found from the XRD analysis. The fluorescence beam travelled from the untreated surface to the treated surface, as demonstrated in Figure 19. It can be seen from the untreated surface on the left of Figure 19 which demonstrated a tensile region. As the fluorescence beam traversed from the untreated to the laser shock peened surface, some compressive stress was observed which consequently begun to increase as the beam was further scanned over the laser shock peened zone. A maximum tensile stress on the untreated surface was found to be 163.49 MPa, whilst the highest compressive stress of -49 MPa was present on the same surface. The average residual stress over the untreated surface was in the region of 57 MPa. After LSP, pockets of compressive stress were found with the highest being -172.38 MPa, whilst the highest tensile stress was 160.65 MPa. However, as one can see, the residual stress distribution over this region on the right-hand side of the graph has certainly demonstrated presence of compressive residual stress. Additional use of this technique will demonstrate a better understanding of the tensile stress being present on the surface of the laser shock peened region, but one explanation which can be given for this after comparison with the XRD results is that the beam employed for the XRD was of 2mm, whilst the fluorescence beam was only as small as 1µm. This was a strong indication that the XRD beam was scanning a larger surface area and taking an average, whereas, the fluorescence beam was scanning a very small area in comparison which examined the pockets of not only compressive stress induced by LSP but also tensile stress that was pre-existing on the surface. The average of the residual stress on the laser shock peened zone was -78MPa which was considerably lower than the untreated surface of the Al₂O₃. This led to another indication, that the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic surface was being relaxed after the LSP surface treatment and this is why the aforementioned changes in the property had resulted. Moreover, it can also be suggested that the results of the XRD showed the
same phenomenon taking place, whereby, the average examined stress by the XRD of the LSP regions showed surface relaxation as evident from the results of fluorescence data as well.

![Graph showing residual stress distribution](image)

**Figure 19 Distribution of residual stress from the untreated to the laser shock peened zones of the Al₂O₃ armour ceramics.**

4. Rationale for the Change in Hardness and Residual Stress State

When the diamond indentation was induced into the ceramic, the response of the diamond indentation can vary for both the treated and the untreated surface. A better recovery of the indenter would result with the surface that was laser shock peened. Thus, a change in hardness had taken place between the laser shock peened and the untreated surfaces of the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic. At present, it is believed that the mechanism of change in hardness was as such that the compressive residual stress induced by the LSP surface treatment resisted the diamond indentation from penetration into the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic and produced a smaller foot-print and stopped the respective crack lengths from expansion, as shown from section 3.4 to 3.6. In comparison, the untreated surface comprised of tensile stresses and had lower resistance to indentation, thus, created a larger foot-print and possibly a deeper penetration. Moreover, the crack geometry for this surface was larger than that of the surface that was laser shock peened and comprised of pre-existing tensile stress.

Generally, the enhancement in residual stress after LSP is directly related to increase in dislocation motion and its density. In addition, this is also backed by the microstructural refinement that would have started from the development of dislocation lines within the grains which then pile-up and create dislocation tangles, and ultimately, the transformation of dislocation piles and
tangles into the sub-grain boundaries. Thereafter, the micro-structural evolution would lead to re-crystallization in these sub-grain boundaries to refine the granular structure. This was somewhat evident from both the residual stress and micrographs illustrated herein, however, further study based on a qualitative and a quantitative mean is currently underway to understand the dislocation density and its generation within the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic before and after LSP surface treatment. It should also be noted that the parameters employed herein demonstrate some surface strengthening via enhancement in the surface properties, namely; hardness, fracture toughness as well as the fracture morphology around the Vickers indentation footprints through surface relaxation. If the laser induced spots were further optimized so that they are closer than 10mm apart from each other and possibly overlapped (with of course no thermal shocking evident), then it is likely that the compressive stress induced relaxation has also increased. This means that the coverage of surface treatment should be increased to cover the whole area of the 50mm by 50mm armour tiles which would collectively not only enhance the impact resistance and the aforementioned properties, but also boost the bond strength after packaging and thus, contribute towards enhancing the ballistic performance of the ceramic armour in general.

Other investigations of hard brittle materials such as conventional silicate glasses, and some ceramics, have been strengthened using means of tempering and shot peening, whereby, compressive residual stresses were found up to four times [67, 68]. These treatments could suppress the cracking that led to brittle fractures. In addition, shot peened bulk metallic glass also showed increase in plasticity during bending and in compression [67]. A combination of reduced surface cracking and more uniform deformation induced by some large amount of pre-existing shear bands (plastic-deformation mode in materials) and a combined mechanism different from any found in conventional engineering materials were also reported [67]. Furthermore, the work of Pfeiffer and Frey [68], reported that high compressive residual stresses up to 2GPa can be introduced into the near-surface of brittle ceramics and were exhibited via, micro-plastic deformation mechanism. Owing to this and the nature of experimental work conducted for LSP Al₂O₃ armour ceramics herein, we believe that the mechanism can be a combination of a possible of thermal-mechanical effect. The thermal effect is although very minimal due to no real change in the crystal phases of the Al₂O₃ ceramic as evident from the phase data (see Figure 6), where only corundum α-phase was present prior-to and after LSP surface treatment. But, there was no tape used during LSP experimentation, and instead a black ink layer was employed so with application of 5 laser pulses on one surface area, the ink layer would have been removed completely from the first two pulses and the latter 3 pulses would have caused a level of heating, thus, producing a thermal effect.
With that said, the latter 3 pulses applied to the Al₂O₃ armour ceramic produced minor level of ablation as reported in section 3.3 but more importantly, refined the microstructure and reduced the granular structure, leading to elastic + plastic deformation and localized areas of plastic deformation that governed some movement of dislocations and an increase in its density. In addition to this, our previous work on LSP of silicon carbide ceramic also suggested that the change in surface chemistry was one of the strong factors of increase in compressive residual stress and the respective properties [44]. This effect could also be possible on Al₂O₃ based ceramics after LSP treatment, but it still premature to rationalize the mechanism, thus, it leads to a pressing need to conduct further research focused on dislocation density, strain rate analysis and the composition changes with respect to residual stress state of such hard, brittle ceramics treated with LSP.
5. Conclusions

LSP surface treatment of Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic ballistic armour plate was conducted and surface characteristics were investigated from a mechanical and a micro-structural view-point for both the untreated and laser shock peened surfaces. The experimental conditions used and physical properties observation given, opens-up a variety of possibilities for further experimentation and analysis by other researchers. Additionally, this area of research is extremely valuable because it is a stepping-stone towards the improvement of the armour ceramics that is extremely topical in our current fight against terrorism. Based on the applied LSP conditions to the Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic armour, a crack-free surface treatment was obtained by applying 2.5mm spot size, 5Hz frequency, 8ns pulse duration, and energy of 78mJ per pulse with 5 shots at a wavelength of 532 nm. Characterization of the treated ceramic yielded a decrease in indentation size of 5% after LSP. This in turn led to an increase in hardness by 10%. Also, a decrease in flaw size after the Vickers indentation tests showed a reduction in crack length by 10.5% after LSP despite the surface hardening which then increased the $K_{ic}$ by 12 %. The change in the surface mechanical property is also related to the micro-structure which showed grain refinement and a possible reduction in the grain size that could be directly attributed to the change in hardness. In addition, the analysis of residual stress state elucidated that despite the surface being in tension after LSP - a reduction in the surface stress at 0° Phi angle and 29% reduction at 90° Phi angle was examined. This was also confirmed and verified by the results obtained by florescence microscopy which also showed residual compressive stress of -172 MPa and pockets of compressive zones that also demonstrated surface relaxation on average. Both the residual stress results, thus, indicated the rationale behind the increase in hardness, a reduction in the crack lengths and the diamond indentation foot-prints, as well as some modification in the microstructure occurred as result of the induced compressive residual stress that was induced after LSP. A possible mechanism for the change in such mechanical and micro-structural characteristics was postulated as result of development of dislocations that create sub-grain boundary micro-structural evolution which lead to re-crystallization in these sub-grain boundaries to refine the granular structure. This ultimately lead to the generation of some elastic deformation of the Al$_2$O$_3$ ceramic armour plate leading to some strengthening as evidenced from the results herein. However, at this stage of research is is yet premature to confirm the mechanism behind such changes in the property, thus, further studies are focused on measuring these dislocation movement and density as well as the overall nature of armour strengthening using impact and ballistic strength examination are underway. The application of LSP for such armour products could not only lead to a superior impact and
ballistic performance but in turn could help to save lives of end users and improve the performance of next generation armour products.
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